
Sophia’s Quiz - QUESTIONS


Round 1: Food 
 

1. Which word goes with soup and ketchup?


2.   Which word goes with fairy, lemon and carrot?


3.   Complete this sentence… cloudy with a chance of ________


4.   What do Eleanor (my sister) and paddington Bear both have in common?


5.   Which food links Cinderella and halloween?


Round 2 Tv 
  

1.   What’s Sooty’s magic rhyme?


2.   What is a kids channel that has a boys name at the start?


3.   What tv program has my name in it but spelt differently?


4.   Name at least 3 houses in Harry Potter (like mill brook quarry and willow) (all four will 
be great!)


5.   Finish this Star wars quote (Mr Williams if your reading i know that you know this one!) 
May ___ _____ __ ____ ___


6.   Which word goes with Adventures and dream house?(if you want a clue it is from a 
Netflix series)  


Round 3 Animals 
 

1.   Can a moth pollinate a flower?


2.   Which word goes after these three: dog cuttle and sword?


3.   Complete this sentence… Goodnight sleep tight, don’t let the_______ bite.


4.   Which rabbit food is said to make you see in the dark?


5.   Can an earthworm survive if its tail is cut off?


  



Round 4 summer! 
   

1. Fill the missing words in:A drink in my hand my snow up against the _______ sand 

probably getting__________ tanned in summer! (1 point for each)


2.   Name the beach related word that goes in front of the following :____ dune       
____castle      ____wich


3.   What does Ariana Grande have which is also a word for something in your house to 
keep it cool?


4.   Which flower do children like to make chains from?


5.   How many days is there in August?


Round 5 music 

1.  I threw a wish in the well, don’t ask me ill never tell i looked to you as fell and now 
you’re __ __ ___


2. Sunshine she’s here, you can take a break i’m a hot air ballon that could __ __ _____ 

3. You hear my voice, you hear that sound like thunder gonna shake ___ ______

4. like a small ____ on the ocean sending big waves into ______ (1 point for each)


5. Agadoo doo doo push ________ shake the tree


Round 6 guess the food/drink 

1.Minced beef, chopped tomatoes, pasta sheets and cheese


2.plain flour, eggs milk and vegetable oil


3.dough, tomato sause, Mozzarella


4. Milk, coco powder, and optional marsh mallows


5. Bread, butter and baked beans!

  


